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Introduction

We are proud to present the results of NautaDutilh’s

The survey results are presented in separate chapters

2014 Benelux private equity, venture capital and

covering Belgium and the Netherlands. The final chapter

leveraged finance market survey. In 2011 and 2013,

highlights the most important EU and Benelux tax

we published extensive bi-annual reports. The purpose

developments.

of this interim report is to signal trends even earlier given
the rapidly changing global economic environment. In

We sincerely hope this interim report helps you to form,

February of this year, we asked selected professionals

validate and challenge your own views on the future of

from the private equity, venture capital and leveraged

private equity, venture capital and leveraged finance in the

finance sector to fill out our questionnaire regarding their

Benelux. We are proud to share it with you and welcome

expectations for the next twelve months.

your feedback.

In Belgium and the Netherlands, a mix of private equity
players, venture capitalists, banks and advisory firms

On behalf of NautaDutilh’s Benelux Private Equity Team:

took the time to provide us with their insights. We have
compared the results to last year’s in order to identify

Elke Janssens, Partner Private Equity, Belgium

trends on the Belgian and Dutch markets for the next

Gaike Dalenoord, Partner Private Equity, the Netherlands

twelve months.

David Viëtor, Partner Leveraged Finance, the Netherlands
Greet Wilkenhuysen, Partner Private Equity, Luxembourg

It is obvious that the greatest challenge facing the
private equity, venture capital and leveraged finance
sector continues to be identifying the right time to put
available capital to work and the means of doing so.
At the same time, despite the abundance of available
capital, companies and start-ups seeking to expand their
activities, as well as existing portfolio companies which
are ready for exit, still find it difficult to attract the right
type of financing and match price expectations.

7
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Belgium
2013-2014: Optimism in 2013
confirmed - the skies were expected to
clear up, and they did.
While the National Bank of Belgium1 reported a decrease
in GDP of 0.1% for 2012, Belgian GDP grew by 0.2% in
2013, confirming the optimism on the market reflected in
our survey.

How do you expect market conditions in
Belgium to evolve compared with those
in other Western European and Nordic
countries over the next twelve months?
11 2

% %

7

%

Better

7%

Don’t know

Don’t know

26%

Worse

60%

Better

80

%

Same

Same

7

%

Worse

2013

1

2014

 ational Bank of Belgium, press release (in Dutch and French) of 4 March 2014,
N
available at http://www.nbb.be/DOC/DQ/N/DQ3/HISTO/NNAT13IV.PDF.
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Figure 1

Although 2013 was not expected to be a vintage year,

lower and upper ends of the deal-value spectrum

based on the results of our previous survey, the market

(Figure 2).

is moderately optimistic about Belgian private equity
and venture capital prospects. Indeed, the percentage

Belgium continues to be perceived as an attractive

of respondents that expects better market conditions

country for private equity and venture capital

compared with those in other Western European and

investments. Compared to 2013, fewer respondents

Nordic countries over the next twelve months grew from

identified the country’s attractiveness as ‘good’. At the

11% in 2013 to 26% this year (Figure 1).

same time, more than half of all respondents (56%)
believe Belgium is normally attractive (Figure 3); the

With respect to deal size, there is a clear trend towards

optimism noticed in 2013 (51% of respondents expected

lower mid-market deals, with a value between € 5 and

an increase in deal volumes) grew (to 64%) in 2014

€ 50 million, in 2014. Limited activity is expected in the

(Figure 4).

Figure 2: In which category of deals do you expect the most private equity/venture capital activity
over the next twelve months?

4%
19

7% 14%

9

9

%

Total deal value < € 5 million

%

%

23

%

18%

Total deal value
> € 10 million < € 50 million
Total deal value
> € 50 million < € 100 million

55%

42%
2013

Total deal value
> € 5 million < € 10 million

Total deal value
> € 100 million < € 250 million

2014

Total deal value > € 250 million
Figure 3: What is your perception of the attractiveness of Belgium
for private equity and venture capital investments?

2%

2%

Bad

9%

12

%

39%

Good

33

56

%

%

Normal
Very good

47

%

2013

2014
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Expected evolution of private
equity/venture capital deal volumes

14%
Decrease

35%

Stay the same

51%
Increase

2013

4%

Decrease

32%

Stay the same

64%
Increase

2014
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Figure 4

Which factor(s) will
drive private equity deals in 2014?
2013: Will the positive trend continue?

This diagram shows that 2013 is off to a good start.

Although it is obvious that 2013 will not be a vintage year,
the market is moderately optimistic about the prospects,

With respect to venture capital investments in the first

over the next 12 months, of the Belgian private equity

quarter, the Belgian financial newspaper De Tijd (4 May

and venture capital market, both taken alone and

2013) reported investments of e 42 million in Belgian

compared to markets in other Western European and

growth companies. The highlights for this first quarter are

Nordic countries. For private equity and venture capital

Kitozyme (e 9 million), Bone Therapeutics (e 7.7 million),

deal volumes, the mood is one of cautious optimism:

Multiplicom (e 5.5 million) and Agrosafve (e 5 million).

only 14% of respond-ents expect a decrease in private
equity/venture capital volumes, while 86% expect at least
the status quo to continue (51% expect an increase in
deal volume in 2013 compared to 2012).

Don't know
Emergence of a European/Belgian private placement market
or alternative means of financing
Foreign private placements
Funds at end of life cycle
Convergence of sellers' and buyers' price expectations
More focus on active portfolio management
Interest rates/search for yield
Investor confidence (e.g. as a result of political stability)
Downsizing by financial institutions
Corporate restructuring
Regulatory environment (e.g. AIFM Directive, Basel III,
Solvency II, Dodd Frank)
Macro-economic conditions

0
Figure 5

2013
2014
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40

Number of respondents
(normalized, multiple answers allowed)
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2013 | The Belgian private equity and
finance market
- an outlook
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Finding the right funding for a transaction continues to

• Other important drivers are the regulatory environment,

be the greatest challenge in 2014, although there are

investor confidence, interest rates (including the search

clear signs that the market is more optimistic. Later in this

for yield), and end-of-life funds.

report, we will also see that interest in local opportunities
is increasing (Figure 7).

In which sectors are we likely to see
private equity deals in 2014?

What will drive private equity deals in
2014?

The healthcare sector, which held the top spot for
expected private equity activity in 2013 (in both Belgium

Based on the survey results, we can draw the following

and the Netherlands), dropped a few places in the

conclusions:

rankings. Obstacles to investment in this sector include

• Like last year, respondents cited first and foremost the

the unpredictable impact of government decisions and

macro-economic climate as the driving force behind

the fact that non-profit organisations are not allowed to

private equity deals in 2014. It is worth mentioning

distribute profits. Life sciences and technology/IT are

that ‘corporate restructuring’ as a decisive factor was

attracting more attention, which is fully in line with last

mentioned by only 6 respondents, compared to 16

year’s expectations.

last year. This is probably due to the fact that the wave
of restructurings due to the financial crisis is generally

Finally, significantly less activity is expected in the energy

expected to come to an end (Figure 5).

& utilities sector (it was mentioned by 23 respondents

Figure 6:

Sectors in which the most private equity activity is expected

Retail & wholesale
Energy & utilities
Chemicals
Healthcare
Telecom
Financial products & services
Real estate/construction
Infrastructure
Media & entertainment
Manufacturing (excluding automotive)
Automotive
Life sciences
Technology/IT
Transport & logistics
Cleantech
Agriculture
Business and professional services
Don't know
0

2013
2014
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35

Number of respondents
(normalized, multiple answers allowed)

last year but by only 10 in 2014) and in the real estate &

The expectation seems to be that the majority of players

infrastructure sectors (mentioned by 24 respondents last

on the sponsor side will be more local, i.e. we have

year compared to 15 in 2014).

noticed two shifts: (i) more Belgian players (up 8%
compared to 2013) and (ii) fewer European players

Sectors perceived to be less important

(down 9% compared to 2013). This indicates that fewer

In line with last year’s results, sectors such as automotive,

cross-border M&A deals will take place despite the fact

financial products & services, business & professional

that more international players are setting up operations

services, and retail & wholesale are expected to be less

on local markets in order to be better prepared to

active. However, while most of these sectors indeed

monitor those markets and identify investment

depend heavily on the overall economic forecast,

opportunities (Figure 7).

opportunities in these sectors will continue to exist as the
prices of assets continue to drop.
Figure 7: Who do you expect to be the most active player(s) on the sponsor side
over the next twelve moths? (multiple answers allowed)

2%

Belgian private equity/venture
capital firms

%
6
6

%
7 6
%

%

44

%

34%

43

%

52%

European private equity/venture
capital firms
US private equity/venture
capital firms
Don't know

2013

Other

2014

Who is buying…

level. Whereas in the previous survey, 15% of respond-

The most active type of buyer is expected to be private

ents did not expect an increase in M&A activity, this

equity houses (28% in 2013 and 43% in 2014), while

percentage has now dropped to 6%, confirming the

corporate investments are expected to stay at the same

optimism on the market (Figure 8).

Figure 8: For which type of buyers do you expect the greatest increase in M&A activity over the next
twelve months? (multiple answers allowed)

15

%

3

%

4%

28

%

6% 6

2 7
%

35

%

2013

Corporates

%

43%

12%
3%

Private equity/venture
capital/sponsors

%

Financial institutions
Family-owned enterprises
Other

36%

None of above. I don’t expect
increase in activity

2014

Don't know
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Figure 9: Who are the most likely sellers over the next twelve months?

23

5% 14%

%

11

%

7

%

9%

Private equity/venture
capital/sponsors

26%

Corporates

7

%

47%

51%
2013

Financial institutions
Family-owned enterprises
Other
None of above. I don’t expect
increase in activity

2014

Don't know

… and who is selling?

Average debt and equity levels

Family-owned enterprises are still expected to be the

In our 2013 report, we predicted that debt levels would

most active sellers in 2014. On the other hand, such

rise. In practice, respondents did not significantly

businesses are expected to be less active on the

change their minds in this respect. While in 2013, 67%

buyers’ side (12% in 2013 compared to 7% in 2014)

of respondents predicted at most 50% equity, this

(Figure 8). Private equity players, venture capitalists and

percentage has now dropped slightly to 65%. However,

sponsors are expected to be the second most likely

amongst these respondents, we see that 7% who

sellers in 2014 (up from 14% to 26%). Finally, while in

predicted 20-30% equity, now believe the 30-40% range

2013, 23% of respondents did not expect an increase

is more likely.

in M&A activity by these types of sellers over the next
twelve months, this percentage has now dropped to

With respect to leverage ratios, it should be noted that

9%, which also confirms the general optimism on the

both total debt levels compared to EBITDA and senior

market.

debt levels compared to EBITDA increased by nearly 6%,
which means that while investors are willing to provide
more debt, they also want greater protection to hedge
against the deal going wrong.

Figure 10: What leverage ratio do you expect over the next twelve months?

2% 2

%

2% 12%

30%

Senior debt/EBITDA

36%

Total debt/EBITDA
Other
Don't know

56%

60%

2013
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2014

14

Figure 11: What is the most likely structure for the provision of a bank loan?

4%
18

14
21%

Club deal with Belgian bank only

%

%

61

%

18%

Club deal with Belgian banks
and/or other European banks

43

%

One bank
Banking syndicates

21%
2013

2014

Compared to last year, two noteworthy conclusions can

Bridging the valuation gap

be drawn:

In line with last year’s survey, vendor loans, earn-outs,

• A 14% increase in financing by banking syndicates

mezzanine debt, and the retention of a minority stake

is expected. The difference between a club deal (in

by the seller continue to be the most frequently used

which each bank separately underwrites the amount)

methods cited by respondents to bridge the funding/

and a banking syndicate is that, in the latter case, a

valuation gap. Interestingly, the increased interest in post-

group of investment banks jointly lend money to a given

closing purchase price adjustments revealed by our 2014

borrower for a specific deal. Club deals tend to require

survey suggests that markets are becoming more buyer

more lead time to reach an agreement, as the various

friendly, as the seller is increasingly prepared to bear some

banks involved often have different policies which need

of the risks associated with the future performance of its

to be coordinated and are thus a less attractive option

business. However, we have also noticed a decrease in

on the competitive M&A market where time is of the

the use of vendor loans (Figure 12).

essence.
• There was a 18% decrease in the number of club deals
involving Belgian banks only (Figure 11).

15
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Expected methods to bridge
funding/valuation gaps in private
equity transactions

50
40
30
20
10
0

Vendor
loan

Earn-out

Put/call
options

Number of respondents
(normalized, multiple answers allowed)
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Retained
minority
stake by
seller(s)

Post-closing
purchase
price
adjustments

Mezzanine
debt

Don't know

2013
2014
Figure 12

2

The Netherlands

2013-2014: the Dutch market is
characterised by a certain degree
of pessimism concerning its
competitiveness

countries (29% predict market conditions will worsen

The results show that there is a certain degree of

most in fact predict a significant increase in private equity

pessimism about market conditions in the Netherlands

deal volume over the next twelve months (Figure 14).

whilst only 16% expect it to improve) (Figure 15).
Respondents continue to perceive the Netherlands as
attractive for private equity investments (Figure 13) and

compared to those in other Western European and Nordic
Figure 13: What is your perception of the attractiveness of the Netherlands for private equity investments?

1% 1%
6%

1% 2%
8%

31%

Very bad
Bad

33%

Good
Average

61%

56%

Very good
Don’t know

2013

2014

Figure 14: Do you think private equity deal volumes will increase, decrease or stay the same
over the next twelve months?

1%

2%

Increase

2% 15

%

41%

51

%

Decrease
Stay the same
Don’t know

81%

7

%

2013

2014
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How do you expect market conditions in
the Netherlands to evolve compared with those
in other Western European and Nordic
countries over the next twelve months?

7%

13

% Don’t
know

Better

62%

18

%

Same

Worse

2013

9%
16%

Don’t
know

46%

Better

29%

Same

Worse

2014
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Figure 15

Which factor(s) will drive
private equity deals in 2014?

Don’t know
Changes in tax regime e.g. new rules
on limitation in interest deduction
Emergence of a European/Netherlands private
placement market or alternative means of financing
US private placements
Downsizing by financial institutions
The ability of the market to deal with the ‘wall of debt’
Hedge funds entering the market
Funds at end of life cycle
Convergence of sellers’ and buyers’ price expectations
Exits from portfolio companies
More focus on active portfolio management
Corporate restructuring
Emergence/re-emergence of high-yield market
Stockpiled cash of private equity firms/
need to put fund capital to work
Interest rates/search for yield
Regulatory environment e.g. Basel III, AIFM Directive, Dodd Frank
Investor confidence e.g. as a result
of fewer leveraged loan defaults
Emergence/re-emergence of a CDS market for leveraged loans
Emergence/re-emergence of CDO, CLO and other structured
investment vehicles in the secondary market for leveraged loans
Concerns over sovereign debt

Same

Macro-economic conditions

0
2013
2014
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20
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70

80

Number of respondents
(normalized, multiple answers allowed)
Figure 16
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Which factors will drive private equity
deals in 2014?

In which sectors might we expect the
most activity?

Improved macro-economic conditions, fewer concerns

The rankings did not change very much compared to last

over the debt crisis, the return of the CLO market, and

year. Healthcare dropped two spots and swapped first

low interest rates are perceived as important factors. With

place with manufacturing (non-automotive). Technology/IT

regard to the private equity market in particular, cash

is clearly a sector to watch in 2014 (Figure 17).

reserves held by private equity funds and the need to exit
existing portfolio companies help to explain the optimism

Respondents seem to anticipate that foreign private

on the market going forward (Figure 16).

equity players (from the UK and the US) will become more
active (Figure 19). Together with the expectation of more

Figure 17:

In which of the following sectors do you expect to see the most private equity/leveraged
finance activity over the next twelve months?
Healthcare

Business & professional services
Manufacturing (excluding automotive)
Technology/IT
Retail & wholesale
Cleantech
Energy & utilities
Media & entertainment
Life sciences
Chemicals
Infrastructure
Financial products & services
Telecom
Transport & logistics
Real estate/construction
Automotive
0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

55

60

Number of respondents
(normalized, multiple answers allowed)

2013
2014

Figure 18: In which category of deals do you expect to see the most private equity activity
over the next twelve months?

6% 7

56

%

31%

Don’t know

25%

%

11%
7%
%
2% 14

2013
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20

Small (total deal value
< € 50 million)

41%

Lower midmarket
(total deal value > € 50 million
< € 100 million)

Upper midmarket (total deal
value > € 100 million
< € 350 million)
Large (total deal value
> € 350 million < € 1 billion)
Jumbo (total deal value
> € 1 billion)

Figure 19:

Who do you expect to be the most active players on the sponsor side over the next twelve months?

Dutch private
equity houses
US private
equity houses
UK private
equity houses
Don’t know
0
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40
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80

Number of respondents
(normalized, multiple answers allowed)

2013
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Figure 20: Do you think private equity club deals will become more or less frequent
over the next twelve months and afterwards?

11

More frequent

11

%

%

25%

42%

23%
23%

41%

Less frequent
Same
Don’t know

24%

2013

2014

club deals (Figure 20), this probably explains the clear shift

i.e. an M&A transaction between two private equity

in deal size towards the upper mid-market compared to

players, is considered to be the preferred exit route in

2013 (Figure 18).

2014 (Figure 25). Compared to last year, silent one-onone deals appear to be on the decline, whilst both the

Who is buying and who is selling?

competitive controlled auction and the IPO are perceived

Respondents answered that private equity sponsors will

as having more potential (in combination or singly). These

drive M&A activity, on both the seller and buyer side, as

are all clear indicators of an improving M&A market.

confirmed in Figures 21 and 22. The secondary buyout,
Figure 21: For which types of sellers do you expect the largest increase in M&A activity
over the next twelve months?

8

%

4%

30

%

24

15%
20

2013

Corporates

8%

%

%

Private equity/sponsors

3%

53%

16%
4%

15

%

Financial institutions
Family-owned enterprises
None of above. I do not expect
increase in activity
Don’t know

2014

21
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Figure 22: For which types of buyers do you expect the largest increase in M&A activity
over the next twelve months?

Private equity/sponsors

62%
6%
2%

67

%

Financial institutions

3%
5% %
2

30

%

Corporates

Family-owned enterprises
None of above. I do not expect
increase in activity

23

%

2013

Don’t know

2014

Figure 23: Do you think high-yield financing will increase over the next twelve months?
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%

8%

%

49%

Yes

13

%

53%

30%

30

%

2013

No, it will remain stable
No, it will decrease
Don’t know

2014

What about leveraged loan defaults,
restructurings, loan-to-own transactions
and the wall of debt?

Loan-to-own transactions (a strategy used by specialised

Most respondents (71%) do not foresee an increase in

also seem to be on the decline (Figure 26). Whereas in

the number of leveraged loan defaults and LBO restruc-

2013, 52% of respondents expected an increase in these

turings. Rather, 27% foresee an increase, whereas 44%

transactions, for 2014 this percentage has dropped to

believe these numbers will remain stable (Figure 24). This

20%. Many respondents (24%) are undecided, clearly

is in sharp contrast to 2013, when most respondents

indicating a certain degree of uncertainty on the market.

funds which entails buying up senior debt of a portfolio
company and converting it into equity in a restructuring)

(63%) expected an increase in the number of leveraged
loan defaults and LBO restructurings.
Figure 24: Do you think the number of leveraged loan defaults and LBO restructurings will
increase, decrease or remain the same over the next twelve months?

2%

2%
35%

27%

44%

63

%

Increase

Decrease
Don’t know

27%
2013
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Remain the same

2014

22

What do you think will be the
preferred exit routes for
sponsors over the next twelve months?

Don’t know
Management buy-in (MBI)
Management buyout (MBO)
Dual track combination of
one-on-one/controlled auction and IPO
One-on-one sale
Controlled auction
Refinancing/recapitalisation
Distressed exit
Trade sale
Secondary buyout
IPO
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Figure 25
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Figure 26: Do you think the number of ‘loan-to-own’ transactions with respect to
private equity-owned portfolio companies will:

5%

Increase

34

%

Remain stable

22%

52%

Decrease

43%

Don’t know

24

%

20%
2013

2014

Concerns about the wall of debt, i.e. the peak in the

expected significant increase in the use of senior debt

amount of debt falling due, appear to have dropped

in financing structures (Figure 29) and (consequently)

dramatically, with 50% of respondents no longer

an expected decrease in equity (Figure 30). Compared

expecting any issues (compared to 26% in 2013, see

to last year, nearly twice as many respondents expect

Figure 27).

senior debt to account for 60% to 80% of total debt and
likewise predict a further increase in senior debt after the

Average debt and equity levels

next twelve months. Compared to last year, an additional

While the level of mezzanine debt in financing structures

11% of respondents believe equity contributions will

is not expected to change (Figure 28), we can report an

decrease to the 20-40% range (Figure 30).

Figure 27: When do you expect the problems associated with the ‘wall of debt’
to peak in the Netherlands?

36

21%

2014

8% 10%

%
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23%

26%

%
13% 4
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33%
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53%%
27
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?
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Don’t know
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I do not expect any
significant problems

9%

Don’t know

2014

Figure 28: Do you think mezzanine debt levels
will increase over the next twelve months?

33%
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?
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14%
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Figure 29: Do you think senior debt levels will
increase over the next twelve months?
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Figure 31: Do you think leverage ratios will increase over the next twelve months?
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Figure 32: What is the most likely structure for the provision of a bank loan over the next twelve moths?
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6
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40%
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of Dutch banks and other
European banks
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It should be noted that a majority of respondents expects

Debt providers

senior debt to be in the range of 40% to 60%, while a less

Most respondents expect senior debt to be made

overwhelming majority expects equity levels to be in the

available by way of a club of Dutch and international

same range (Figure 30).

(mainly US and UK) banks (Figures 32 and 35). A minority
expects German banks to become more active (Figure

Leverage

34). Another somewhat larger minority expects a rise in

As may be expected with increasing senior debt levels,

specialised senior-debt funds, whilst a vast majority of

leverage is clearly expected to rise as well. Whereas in

our respondents believes that specialised debt funds will

2013, the results indicated an almost classic bell curve

become the dominant players in the area of mezzanine

with an average leverage ratio in the range of

financing (Figure 35).

4 to 4.5, the 2014 curve shows a much wider range, with
expected higher leverage ratios. Indeed, 38 respondents
expect leverage ratios to be in the range of 4.5-6
(Figure 33).
A substantial percentage of respondents (40%) expects
leverage to increase even further. Most, however, predict
leverage ratios to remain stable, while only a few believe
they will decrease (Figure 31).
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What kind of leverage ratios do you
expect over the next twelve months?
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Figure 34:

Who do you expect to be the most active players on the senior lender side over the next twelve months?
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Figure 35:

Who do you expect to be the most active players on the mezzanine lender side over the next twelve months?
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mezzanine-debt funds
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Figure 36:

What method will be used to bridge funding/valuation gaps in private equity transactions over the next twelve months?

Vendor loan
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Respondents continue to view high-yield financing

zanine debt, particularly in the Dutch mid-market.

positively; this position is relatively unchanged from last

33% of respondents expect mezzanine debt levels to

year (Figure 36).

further increase in 2015, while 53% believe otherwise
(Figure 30).

Bridging the valuation gap
In 2013, as was the case in 2012, vendor loans, earn-

Another more recent development is the use of asset-

outs, and the retention by the seller of a

based lending (ABL) in the context of leveraged acquisi-

minority stake were amongst the methods expected

tion finance (Figure 37). Respondents predict sponsors

to be used most frequently to bridge valuation/funding

to increasingly turn to ABL facilities to meet the working

gaps. These three methods can be considered buyer

capital needs of their portfolio companies, in combination

friendly, as they require the seller to keep ‘its skin in the

with traditional term financing for acquisitions. Indeed,

game’. For 2014, these are still relevant, but it seems that,

57% of the respondents expect an increase in these

for instance, mezzanine financing and even PIK loans

structures over the next twelve months. The emer-

(both often perceived as characteristic of the pre-credit-

gence of ABL/TL structures could reflect the fact that

crunch heyday of private equity) are expected to make a

sponsors and banks are looking for ways to increase

comeback (Figure 36). In our 2013 report, respondents

the maximum amount of acquisition financing banks can

were generally not very optimistic about the use of mez-

make available.
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Figure 37: Do you think the number of financing structures in which asset-based lending is combined with
term loan debt will increase, decrease or remain the same?

Increase over the next
twelve months

9%

31%

Decrease over the next
twelve months

57%

3%

Remain stable over the next
twelve months
Don’t know

2014
Pricing expectations for all types of debt, including senior,

Compared to last year, a significant number of

mezzanine and high-yield, appear to be in line with last

respondents believes that both mezzanine and

year’s predictions. Margin (over EURIBOR) for senior debt

high-yield debt will decrease.

is expected by most to fall to somewhere in the range of

Arrangement fees for senior debt are expected

3.5 to 4.25. It is unclear how the price of senior debt will

to be lower than for the previous year (Figure 38).

evolve, as more or less an equal number of respondents
appear to believe prices will increase, decrease or remain
the same (Figure 38).
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L
 uxembourg and
international tax trends
and developments relevant
for the Benelux

The private equity and leveraged finance International tax trends and
developments relevant for the Benelux
market in Luxembourg
Luxembourg does not have a very sizeable domestic

The OECD’s Base Erosion and Profit Shifting Report

private equity market. Only a relatively small number

The Organisation for Economic Cooperation and

of private equity and venture capital players invest in

Development (OECD), commissioned by the G20,

operational Luxembourg companies. For this reason,

undertook a study addressing base erosion and profit

we did not send our survey to Luxembourg private equity

shifting (BEPS). The first BEPS report was released on

and venture capital players.

12 February 2012. This report addresses the concern
that governments are losing revenue as profits are being

However, Luxembourg has become a preeminent

shifted to low-tax jurisdictions, and they currently lack

jurisdiction for structuring private equity investments due

the appropriate cross-border legal tools to counter this

to its efficient and flexible legal and tax framework for

development, especially in view of the trends of further

the establishment of regulated and unregulated funds

globalisation and digitalisation.

as well as, more recently, AIFMs. With € 2,498.84 billion
net assets under management as of August 2013,

On 19 July 2013, the OECD published an action plan,

Luxembourg is the world’s second largest investment

updated regularly between July 2013 and May 2014.

fund centre, after the US. In addition, the country boasts

For private equity players, the most important topics

an abundance of experts skilled in providing services to

discussed in the plan are:

the private equity and fund industry.

(i) the tax challenges posed by the digital economy;
(ii) artificial avoidance of permanent establishment status;

With regard to private equity, Luxembourg offers a

(iii) effective tax rate methodology;

number of highly suitable investment vehicles, many of

(iv) tax treaty abuse; and

which may qualify for tax neutrality.

(v) hybrid mismatch arrangements.
On 19 March 2014, Action 2 (on neutralising the effects

It is obvious that stable and clear tax rules play an

of hybrid mismatch arrangements) of the BEPS Action

important role in the structuring of private equity deals.

Plan was published. Of course, it remains to be seen how

Therefore, we have summarised below some of the most

these plans and - as they become available - conclusions

significant tax trends and developments in the Benelux

and recommendations will be implemented, both in

over the past year and in the year to come.

tax treaties and in domestic tax law. The governments
of the Benelux countries have expressed their support
for the OECD’s BEPS project, while at the same time
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emphasising the importance of a stable investment

uncertain whether, and if so when, the FTT will enter into

climate. As a result, no major changes to national tax law

force in its current form. Originally, the proposal stated

are expected in the near future.

that the FTT would enter into force in the 11 participating
Member States on 1 January 2014. Needless to say, this

Financial transactions tax

deadline was not met. The European Commission now

In our 2013 report, we discussed the proposed EU

expects the FTT to enter into force towards the middle

financial transaction tax (FTT) which, if introduced, could

of this year, which seems unrealistic, although 1 January

raise the costs of debt financing. On 14 February 2013,

2015 has also been mentioned. The actual effective

the European Commission adopted a proposal setting

date will depend on approval by the European Council,

out the details of the tax to be levied on transactions in

consultation with other EU institutions, and subsequent

financial instruments by financial institutions if at least

transposition into national law.

one of the parties to the transaction is located in the FTT
zone, currently limited to 11 participating Member States

The Netherlands and Luxembourg have not opted to

(Austria, Belgium, Estonia, France, Germany, Greece, Italy,

participate in the FTT.

Portugal, Slovakia, Slovenia and Spain). There is currently
no unanimous support for an EU-wide tax of this type.

Parent-Subsidiary Directive
On 25 November 2013, the European Commission

If the FTT is introduced, financial institutions and certain

proposed amendments to the directive, aimed at

other parties will be required to pay tax on transactions in

counteracting double non-taxation deriving from hybrid

financial instruments with parties based in the FTT zone

financial arrangements and aggressive tax planning. The

(including, according to the proposal, their affiliates). The

impact assessment mentioned that the most effective

proposed FTT has a very broad scope of application and

option would be to update the current anti-abuse

applies to derivatives (such as hedging activities) as well as

provisions of the directive in light of the general anti-abuse

securities transactions, i.e. trading in instruments such as

rules proposed in the December 2012 recommendation

shares and bonds. The initial issue of instruments such as

on aggressive tax planning and require the Member States

shares and bonds is exempt from the FTT, based on the

to adopt the common anti-abuse rule, allowing the tax

current proposal.

authorities to ignore artificial arrangements used for tax
avoidance purposes. As a result of this modification,

In its current form, the tax applies to financial institutions,

it would be easier to tax economic substance (e.g. as

funds and asset managers that engage in financial trans-

opposed to brass-plate companies which are incorporated

actions and will result in additional costs for the parties in-

solely to take advantage of lower withholding tax rates or

volved (or investors if the tax is passed on). The tax rate for

tax exemptions). On 2 April 2014, the European Parliament

financial instruments is a minimum of 0.1% of the purchase

gave its backing to the Commission’s proposal. A debate

price (or market value, whichever is greater). However, the

is scheduled for 16 April 2014.

effective tax rate will be higher - each financial institution is
separately liable for the tax, meaning transactions between

Tax trends and developments in Belgium

two financial institutions will be subject to tax twice.

(a) Which factors will determine/have determined your
investment strategy?

The proposal was approved by the European Parliament

Tax aspects are important as they directly affect the return

in July 2013. However, the FTT remains controversial

on investment. As the tax climate in Belgium has certainly

among EU Member States. The UK has even challenged

changed under the Di Rupo government, we put three

the tax before the European Court of Justice, and it is

questions to our survey respondents:
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Dominant factors in determining past/future
investment strategy in Belgium
(normalized, multiple answers allowed)

Past
General tax rates applicable in Belgium
Notional interest deduction
Dividends received deduction
Absence of fiscal unity (tax consolidation)
and the difficulties associated with debt push down
Rules pertaining to the deduction of interest
(e.g. thin-capitalization rules)
Rules pertaining to the taxation of capital gains
(e.g. large exemptions for capital gains on shares)
General anti-abuse provision
Tax on stock exchange transactions
Belgium's extensive tax treaty network
Belgian ruling practice
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Future
General tax rates applicable in Belgium
Notional interest deduction
Dividends received deduction
Absence of fiscal unity (tax consolidation)
and the difficulties associated with debt push down
Rules pertaining to the deduction of interest
(e.g. thin-capitalization rules)
Rules pertaining to the taxation of capital gains
(e.g. large exemptions for capital gains on shares)
General anti-abuse provision
Tax on stock exchange transactions
Belgium's extensive tax treaty network
Belgian ruling practice
Fairness Tax
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- W
 hat were the dominant factors in determining your
investment strategy in Belgium in the past?
- W
 hich factors will be decisive in determining your
investment strategy in the future?
- H
 ow will the recently introduced fairness tax impact
your investment policy?

The NID was considerably modified in 2013-2014:
(i) the government amended the legislation in order to
disallow the NID on shareholdings (recorded as monetary
investments) which also qualify for the DRD (dividends
received deduction);
(ii) the Belgian NID rules were brought into line with the
CJEU’s Argenta decision (C-350/11) of 4 July 2013, and

In our 2013 and 2014 surveys (Figure 39 ), the following

qualifying assets of non-Belgian permanent establishments

three factors were identified as most important for

of Belgian companies are now taken into account for the

structuring investment strategy in Belgium:

purpose of calculating the NID.

(i) the rules on the taxation of capital gains (e.g. the
extensive exemptions for capital gains on shares);

Figure 40: Does the new Belgian fairness tax influence
your investment policy?

(ii) the dividends received deduction; and
(iii) the absence of tax unity (tax consolidation) and the
ensuing difficulties associated with debt push-down.

18%
Yes

Until recently, the exemption for capital gains on
shares was a cornerstone of the Belgian tax system.
Indeed, it was considered the key factor in determining
investment strategy in the past. However, the exemption
was recently modified, with the introduction of a
0.412% tax on qualifying capital gains. This 0.412%
tax, together with other measures, places Belgium

?

46%%
27
No

36%
Don’t
2014 know
2014

at a disadvantage compared to the Netherlands and
Luxembourg and severely hinders the structuring of

During the summer of 2013, a so-called fairness tax was

international transactions through Belgium. For the sake

introduced. This 5.15% fairness tax is a separate as-

of completeness, it should also be noted that there is a

sessment aimed at taxing distributed profits (dividends)

25.75% tax on capital gains if the shares have not been

which were not effectively subject to corporate tax due

held for at least one year.

to the carry-forward of losses and/or the notional interest
deduction. The tax does not apply to SMEs, although

Notably, the notional interest deduction (NID) is not

the SME threshold will most likely be exceeded by the

amongst the most mentioned tax aspects, even though

companies or corporate groups targeted by private

it is one of Belgium’s most interesting tax features. The

equity players. It is therefore noteworthy that only 18% of

NID allows Belgian corporate taxpayers (and Belgian per-

respondents indicated that the fairness tax would have an

manent establishments) to benefit from a tax deduction

impact on their investment policy, with an overwhelming

corresponding to a percentage of (fictitious) interest

majority of respondents (82%) answering either that the

on their adjusted net equity. The adjusted net equity is

tax would not have an impact or that they do not yet know

subsequently multiplied by a fixed interest rate, based on

what the impact will be. The results suggest that many

the average interest rate on ten-year Belgian government

respondents may not be too familiar with the new measure

bonds (OLOs) for July, August and September of the year

(Figure 40).

preceding the calendar year during which the taxable
income is earned.
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(b) Other key tax developments

been extended to include 4 new countries, i.e. the British

Capital gains on shares

Virgin Islands, Cyprus, Luxembourg and the Seychelles.

The finance minister stated on 10 September 2013 that
tax losses can be deducted from capital gains subject to
tax at the standard rate of 33.99% (but not from capital

Tax trends and developments in the
Netherlands

gains subject to the separate tax of 0.412%, which is only
applicable to non-SMEs).

Substance becomes more important
As of 2014, and in line with developments in international

Withholding tax on liquidation proceeds

tax circles, meeting the so-called substance require-

The tax increases from 10% to 25% (as from 1 October

ments has become increasingly important for Dutch

2014). Until 1 October 2014, transitional rules apply.

companies. These requirements, which include that

If the shareholder is a company holding more than 10%

at least 50% of board members be residents of the

of the shares or if the acquisition value of its shareholding

Netherlands and that all board meetings be held in the

exceeds € 2.5 million (which will most likely be the case

Netherlands, now apply to all Dutch-resident conduit

for a private equity or venture capital shareholder), the tax

companies (thus not only if a tax ruling has been

will not be due (based on both Belgian and European law

requested). In addition, in certain situations, if conduit

and/or international tax treaties).

companies (defined as companies that mainly receive
and pay interest, royalties, rent or lease payments) do not

Heightened disclosure obligations

meet the minimum substance requirements, the Dutch

The Act of 30 July 2013 introduced a reporting obligation

tax authorities will proactively exchange information with

for Belgian resident individuals who are founders of a legal

foreign tax authorities on advance pricing agreements

construction, such as a trust or tax-haven company.

concluded with these companies, which must

On 2 April 2014, a royal decree specifying the list of

disclose voluntarily whether they meet the substance

countries concerned was published.

requirements. In addition, it has been announced that no
rulings will be granted to holding companies that do not

In addition, in mid-December 2013, a bill was circulated

have (and are not expected to have) a sufficient nexus

(but not submitted to the Parliament or published) which

with the Netherlands (e.g. they do not meet the minimum

would allow for the direct taxation of the income of such

substance requirements and have no connection other

entities in the hands of their founders and/or beneficiaries.

than incorporation).

The finance minister announced that the bill would not be
voted before the 25 May 2014 elections. The bill will most

In our view, the new rules will not result in additional

likely become law in 2014, with retroactive effect as from

obligations for Dutch (intermediate) holding companies,

1 January 2014. Holding companies which are subject to

such as the cooperative company, which is regularly

the normal income tax rules, non-profit entities subject to

used by private equity investment funds. Indeed, the

a minimum tax rate of 10%, and certain entities exempted

application of these minimum substance requirements

by royal decree are not targeted by the new legislation.

is already a common practice for Dutch-resident holding
companies.

Last but not least, Belgium introduced a reporting
obligation for payments in excess of € 100,000 to tax

However, the new measures underline the importance of

havens as from 1 January 2010. The finance minister

continuously meeting the minimum substance require-

announced on 25 February 2014 that the list of tax

ments. Compliance with these requirements (including

havens for which the reporting obligation applies has

regularly holding board meetings in the Netherlands,
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which all board members should attend in person) should

including the bills in the US to treat carried interest as

therefore be reviewed on a continuous basis.

services income.

Rules on the deductibility of interest

Tax trends and developments in
Luxembourg

The rules on the deductibility of interest have been
modified pursuant to changes in the case law and
statutory amendments in recent years. Over the last

Focus on substance requirements and beneficial

year, the Dutch Supreme Court has ruled on a number

ownership issues

of occasions on the deductibility of interest and the

Although the trend does not appear to be new, it should

possibility of deducting losses incurred on debt.

be noted that private equity holding and finance companies must be structured appropriately in order to meet

In sum, the main rule which can be taken way from these

substance and beneficial ownership requirements in their

cases is that interest on debt is tax deductible. Transac-

investment jurisdictions. Existing companies are generally

tion costs incurred to raise debt should be deductible,

expected to analyse whether their local substance needs

for Dutch corporate income tax purposes, to the extent

to be strengthened and their position as beneficial owners

they can be allocated to the company raising the debt

improved, especially where the size of the portfolio is

and the interest on the debt is deductible. However,

substantial.

several restrictions on the deductibility of interest still exist
in the Netherlands, mostly for related party debt. These

In practice, it is thus highly recommended that at least

limitations include rules on base erosion, transfer pricing

50% of directors be local residents (including, in some

(arm’s-length conditions, proper security, etc.), excessive

cases, independent directors). The current trend is also

participation financing, and acquisition debt.

to call and hold board meetings in Luxembourg if any
substantial decision is to be taken, as it is necessary to

As these rules are particularly complex and have been

ensure that holding and finance companies are effectively

subject to change, it is important that they will be care-

managed from Luxembourg. For sizable transactions or

fully assessed for each individual transaction.

when a holding company owns a portfolio consisting of
multiple targets or a variety of assets (e.g. a master holding

Taxation of carried interest

company or platform-type structure), it is becoming

There have not been any significant changes to the rules

standard practice to enhance substance by e.g. leasing

on the taxation of carried interest in the Netherlands

office space and hiring (part-time) personnel.

since 2009, at which time rules targeting excessive
remuneration were introduced. However, the current

In relation to investments and returns on investments or

political climate in the Netherlands is not altogether

divestments, it is key to address issues associated with

positive for those who are perceived as high earners,

the characterisation of holding and finance companies

such as managers and executives of financial institutions

as the beneficial owners of payments they receive. The

and investment funds and others working in the sector

concept of beneficial owner is relevant when it comes to

that is commonly blamed for the current economic and

determining whether a company can claim the benefit of a

financial crisis. As a result, the discussion about how their

double tax treaty, domestic tax exemption or reduced rate

remuneration (including carried interest arrangements)

of withholding tax in the investment country. The purpose

should be taxed is ongoing in the Netherlands, but no

of this concept, as applied by local tax authorities, is

bills are currently pending. In this respect, close attention

to ensure that the direct recipient of e.g. a dividend

is being paid to developments in the US and UK,

distribution or interest payment is the effective beneficiary
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and is not obliged (by contract or otherwise) to pass on

Introduction of the special limited partnership

the payment to another person or entity which would not

With a view to increasing the attractiveness of Luxembourg

qualify for the relevant exemption or reduction. This is

for funds, the Luxembourg government took the opportunity

why it is important to consider the adequacy of funding

when implementing AIFMD to reform its limited partnership

instruments and appropriate investment or re-investment

legislation. Not only did it revamp the existing legislation on

strategies when establishing holding and finance

ordinary limited partnerships with legal personality (société

companies, particularly in the context of intra-group debt

en commandite simple), it also introduced a special type

finance arrangements involving multiple jurisdictions and

of limited partnership (société en commandite spéciale)

where the underlying assets consist of portfolios of loan

without legal personality. The changes are intended to bring

or other types of receivables.

Luxembourg law into line with English and Scottish law.
These changes have, amongst other things, clarified the

Increased regulation: AIFM Act and expected

extent to which limited partners can participate internally

consequences

in the limited partnership and contribute services to the

As a result of the financial crisis, the asset management

partnership’s capital (as opposed to contributions in cash

industry has been faced with a wave of regulation. With

or in kind) and guarantee investor and fund managers

the entry into force of the Alternative Investment Fund

confidentiality by not requiring the names of limited partners

Managers Directive (AIFMD) in the summer of 2013, many

and their capital contributions to be disclosed.

private equity players have had to rethink their business
model and distribution strategy.

The changes to the rules on ordinary limited partnerships,
the introduction of the special limited partnership and the

The Grand Duchy was amongst the first countries to

tax neutrality of these legal forms have bolstered their use in

transpose AIFMD into national law (the AIFMD Act). This

private equity transactions and structures.

early move was prompted by its position as a leading
platform for undertakings for collective investment in

Favourable tax treatment of carried interest

transferable securities (UCITS). Specifically with respect

The AIFM Act also provides for favourable tax treatment of

to the private equity sector, Luxembourg already had

carried interest paid to employees moving to Luxembourg.

regulated, tailor-made investment vehicles designed for

The rules apply to employees involved in the management

institutional, professional and well-informed investors,

of an AIF under certain conditions and provide for a

i.e. the company for investment in risk capital (SICAR)

maximum tax rate of 11% on carried interest income earned

and the specialised investment fund (SIF), created in

by such individuals. It should be noted that the new rules

2004 and 2007, respectively, both of which have greatly

apply only if the employee effectively moves to Luxembourg

contributed to the positioning of Luxembourg as a leading

and was not a resident of Luxembourg or taxable on his or

platform for the private equity business. These regulated,

her professional income in Luxembourg during the five-year

and a significant number of unregulated, private equity

period before 2013. The favourable tax treatment may be

investment vehicles qualify as alternative investment funds

claimed for a maximum period of 10 years following the year

(AIFs) within the meaning of AIFMD, which has caused

of commencement of activity.

many AIFMs to ensure that their AIFs are compliant
with the main provisions of AIFMD. In addition, we have
noticed a trend amongst private equity players to apply
for an AIFM licence in Luxembourg.
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related deals in the near future. Perhaps this is a sign that

Conclusion

the financial crisis may finally have run its course.

In 2013, the sector was cautiously optimistic. We can

With respect to those sectors in which the most

conclude that the Benelux markets are definitely more

investment activity is predicted, there is a difference

optimistic about private equity, venture capital and

between the Dutch and Belgian markets. In the

leveraged finance in 2014. Although there remains

Netherlands, the sectors in which the highest level of

a certain amount of pessimism in the Netherlands

activity is expected are manufacturing (non-automotive)

concerning the country’s competitive edge compared

and technology/IT. Respondents anticipate private equity

to other Western European and Nordic countries,

players from abroad (in particular the US and the UK) to

respondents predict a significant increase in private equity

become more active. The hot sectors for Belgium in 2014

deal volumes. In Belgium, there is a clear trend towards

are life sciences and technology/IT, in which traditionally

the lower mid-market, with transaction values between

domestic players are the most active.

€ 5 and € 50 million. In the Netherlands, we have
noticed a clear shift in deal size towards the upper mid-

As regards leveraged finance transactions, club deals

market (between € 100 and € 350 million), compared to

are becoming more important (in both the Netherlands

2013.

and Belgium). In Belgium, club deals are mostly driven
by domestic banks whilst in the Netherlands, foreign

Both in Belgium and the Netherlands, in line with last

banks are expected to play an increasingly important

year, the key driver is the macro-economic climate. Dis-

role. Interestingly, the results of our survey indicated

sipating concerns over the debt crisis and cash reserves

that market perception can shift dramatically over a

held by investment funds and their need to exit existing

period of just twelve months. The rekindled optimism of

portfolio companies are identified as important factors

respondents, coupled with the fact that 2014 is already

driving the M&A market over the next twelve months.

off to a good start, bodes well for the private equity

While restructurings do not seem to have disappeared

sector and its opportunities going forward. We enjoyed

from the news yet, our survey revealed a clear trend to-

sharing our findings with you and hope you enjoyed

wards fewer corporate restructurings and other distress-

reading about them.
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NautaDutilh’s Private Equity Team
NautaDutilh is an independent international law firm, with
over 400 lawyers, civil law notaries and tax advisers in
offices in Amsterdam, Brussels, London, Luxembourg,
New York and Rotterdam. We advise on Dutch, Belgian,
Luxembourg and Dutch Caribbean law. We are well
known for our practice in the areas of private equity,
leveraged finance and capital markets, amongst others,
and also have an outstanding track record in the areas
of tax, intellectual property, competition, telecom and
media, commercial property, insurance and litigation.
We often work in teams focusing on a particular sector
which are composed of specialists drawn from all relevant
practice areas. The sectors for which we have established
such teams, aside from private equity, include financial
institutions, energy & utilities, life sciences, real estate,
professional services, consumer goods, transport &
logistics, healthcare, and high tech. Our independent
thinking and creativity and the solution-driven mindset
of our professionals make the difference between mere
competence and true excellence.
And that’s what distinguishes NautaDutilh from the rest.
Nothing more, nothing less.
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NautaDutilh has recently received the following awards:
• Law Firm of the Year 2014: The Netherlands - IFLR Award
• Chambers Netherlands Law Firm of the Year 2013
• Ranked #1 in Chambers 2013 for M&A
• One of the Most Innovative Firms in Corporate Law by The Financial Time LAW 50
• Large Tier-Banking & Finance Law Firm of the Year in Luxembourg - Global Law Experts Awards 2013
• Real Estate Law Firm of the Year - Belgian Legal Awards 2013
• IP Law Firm of the Year in Luxembourg - Corporate Intl. Global Awards 2014

NautaDutilh’s Belgium Office
Private Equity

Elke Janssens

Sophie Jacmain

T: +32 2 566 81 50, M: +32 478 99 63 45

T: +32 2 566 81 94, M: +32 497 51 47 73

E: elke.janssens@nautadutilh.com

E: sophie.jacmain@nautadutilh.com

Tax

Finance

Pascal Faes

Thibaut Willems

T: +32 2 566 86 12, M: +32 477 93 10 92

T: +32 2 566 81 82, M: +32 476 20 72 21

E: pascal.faes@nautadutilh.com

E: thibaut.willems@nautadutilh.com
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NautaDutilh’s Dutch Office
Private Equity

Gaike Dalenoord, Amsterdam

Jeroen Preller, Rotterdam

T: +31 20 71 71 492, M: +31 65 18 69 676

T: +31 10 22 40 303, M: +31 65 31 28 248

E: gaike.dalenoord@nautadutilh.com

E: jeroen.preller@nautadutilh.com

Joost den Engelsman, Rotterdam

Lieke van der Velden, Amsterdam

T: +31 22 40 248, M: +31 62 02 10 526

T: +31 20 71 71 722, M: +31 62 02 10 554

E: joost.denengelsman@nautadutilh.com

E: lieke.vandervelden@nautadutilh.com

Leveraged Finance

Erik Vermeulen, Rotterdam

David Viëtor, Amsterdam

T: +31 10 22 40 440, M: +31 62 02 10 556

T: +31 20 71 71 464, M: +31 62 02 10 522

E: erik.vermeulen@nautadutilh.com

E: david.vietor@nautadutilh.com
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Diederik Vriesendorp, Amsterdam

Walter Schellekens, Rotterdam

T: +31 20 71 71 465, M: +31 65 18 69 722

T: +31 10 22 40 172, M: +31 65 34 69 989

E: diederik.vriesendorp@nautadutilh.com

E: walter.schellekens@nautadutilh.com

Investment Funds

Tax

Larissa Silverentand, Amsterdam

Nico Blom, Amsterdam

T: +31 20 71 71 716, M: +31 65 39 59 361

T: +31 20 71 71 822, M: +31 62 02 10 442

E: larissa.silverentand@nautadutilh.com

E: nico.blom@nautadutilh.com
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NautaDutilh’s Luxembourg Office
Private Equity

Greet Wilkenhuysen

Jean-Marc Groelly

T: +352 26 12 29 32, M: +352 691 12 29 32

T: +352 26 12 29 95, M: +352 691 12 29 95

E: greet.wilkenhuysen@nautadutilh.com

E: jean-marc.groelly@nautadutilh.com

Tax

Finance

Christophe Joosen

Josée Weydert

T: +352 26 12 29 45, M: +352 691 12 29 45

T: +352 26 12 29, M: +352 621 28 08 31

E: christophe.joosen@nautadutilh.com

E: josee.weydert@nautadutilh.com

NautaDutilh’s London Office

Arjan Pors
T: +44 207 786 91 09, M: +44 750 752 1939
E: arjan.pors@nautadutilh.com
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NautaDutilh’s New York Office

Elizabeth van Schilfgaarde

Ruud Smits

T: +1 212 218 2964, M: +1 917 371 8843

T: +1 212 218 2991, M: +1 646 853 2809

E: elizabeth.vanschilfgaarde@nautadutilh.com

E: ruud.smits@nautadutilh.com
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Methodology
In February 2014, NautaDutilh circulated a survey amongst approximately 1,600 private equity and venture capital
professionals, bankers, corporate finance advisors and university professors active on the Belgian and Dutch
private equity and venture capital markets, of whom more than 10 percent responded. NautaDutilh is solely
responsible for the content of this report, and the views expressed herein are our own.
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This publication contains general information on current and upcoming legal and market issues and trends.
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